SUMMARY

Theme of final qualifying work: "ETHNIC CONFLICTS RESOLUTION TECHNOLOGY IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (on the example of the conflict in the Chechen republic)."

The Author of this work is: Rychkin V.

The supervisor of studies: PhD Anuphrienko S.V.

The relevance of the research topic is determined by the complexity of state self-organization, which becomes evident in the process of interests collision in the country between various ethnic groups. It is connected with imaginary or imposed from the outside, articulation of national identity and development of ethno-political struggle for national self-determination. The most important direction in nation-building is the development of effective technologies and policy resolution in ethnic conflicts. Clarifying the directions in the development of such technologies, we can note that the importance of the availability of the compromise reached the following points: a form of national self-determination, the formation of a multiethnic state entities, and separation of powers in these communities, the presence of external territorial mechanisms which meets the particular needs of the various ethnic groups.

Object of research is ethno-political conflict in the territory of the Russian Federation.

The subject of the study is resolution technology of ethnic conflicts, and their use in the process of settlement of the conflict in the Chechen Republic.

The purpose of final qualifying work is to identify and analyze the technology of the adjustment of ethno-political conflicts on the territory of the Russian Federation.

The Scientific-theoretical and practical importance of the given research involves the analysis of the controversial and dynamic phenomena as ethnic conflict. In this regard, the achievement of the objectives of the study and the successful solution of these tasks involves the synthesis of systematic, comparative, structural-functional analysis. The conclusions of our work create theoretical basis
for further study of major trends and specifics of such problems as different ethnic
conflicts in Russian Federation. Research materials can be used in
the educational process for teaching «Conflict management», «Conflict resolution
studies» and «International relations».

**Approbation** of our work has passed in the form of discussion at the
student’s socio-political discussion club «The globe». In addition, a number of
provisions have been published in the article «Modern approaches to the definition
of ethno-political conflicts» on inter-Regional scientific-practical conference with
contributions of young scientists, postgraduates and students «Young science -
2013».

**The structure of the work** is subordinated to the tasks of research and
includes an introduction, two chapters, 4 sections, conclusion and bibliographical
list. The total amount of work is 63 pages.